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Course Description &Objective:
To acquaint and equip with the farm machinery used for natural resources management and
machinery for precision farming.Use of GIS and GPS in farm machinery.
Course outcomes:
1. Students interested in technology will learn how satellite based guidance systems and
other related technologiescan be utilized to track and manage agricultural inputs (i.e.
seed, fertilizer, fuel) and better manage their farming operation
2. Take this knowledge directly to industry working for agricultural consults and
manufacturers
3. Understanding how to set up an auto guidance system is only a small piece of the puzzle.
4. Students master precision agriculture technologies like soil and crop health sensors,
yield monitors, GNSS, GIS and mapping, variable rate controllers, and automated
guidance.
5. Graduates of this program are challenged to understand management and
troubleshooting of the entire agricultural system

UNIT I
Functional design, specifications, requirements and working of farmmachinery needed for
natural resources management like rotavator,Precision sowing and planting machines, laser
guided leveller, powersprayer ,straw chopper cum spreader, straw bailer , combine harvester etc.
UNIT II
Ag GPS parallel swathing option, data base management, functionalsystems documentation.
Application of relevant software.
UNIT III
An introduction to precision farming. GIS/GPS positioning system forprecision farming, Yield
monitoring and mapping, soil sampling andanalysis. Computers and Geographic information
systems.Precisionfarming- Issues and conditions.Role of electronics in farm machinery
forprecision farming.
UNIT IV
Engineering fundamentals related to earth moving machinery: Swell,shrinkage and compaction
measurements. Use of tractors & Crawlers andeffects of altitude & temperature on their
performance.Grade resistanceand gradability.

UNIT V
Land cleaning and reclamation equipment. Land leveling equipment. Powershovels, drag lines,
cam shells. Rubber tire for earth moving machinery.Trenching machineries and
wagons.Economic analysis of landdevelopment machinery. Application of PERT and CPM to
the problemsrelated to land development.
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